Working Memory and Dynamic Measures of Analogical Reasoning as Predictors of Children’s Math and Reading Achievement
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Working memory and inductive reasoning ability each appear related to children’s achievement in math and reading. Dynamic measures of reasoning, based on an assessment procedure including feedback, may provide additional predictive value. The aim of this study was to investigate whether working memory and dynamic measures of analogical reasoning are unique predictors of children’s concurrent and subsequent reading and math achievement. School children (N = 188, M = 7.1 years, SD = 11 months) were administered a dynamic test of analogical reasoning comprising a pretest-training-posttest design. Pretest performance measures static reasoning ability, whereas posttest performance and feedback-needs during training are considered dynamic measures. Verbal and visuo-spatial working memories were assessed prior to dynamic testing. Performance on national reading and math achievement tests were gathered at two time points within one school year. A multilevel mixed-effects model indicated that verbal (but not visuo-spatial) working memory and dynamic reasoning measures formed unique predictors of concurrent and subsequent achievement in math and reading. Verbal working memory efficiency and performance on a dynamic test of analogical reasoning were both positively related to math and reading achievement in children in kindergarten, first grade and second grade. Dynamic assessment, in addition to working memory assessment, may be useful for educational psychologists when attempting to gauge children’s future school performance. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
INTRODUCTION

Working memory and inductive reasoning ability appear related to children’s school achievement (e.g. Goswami, 1991; Krumm, Ziegler, & Buehner, 2008) and measures in both fields are employed by school psychologists to assess children’s ability to learn. In the current study, the predictive value of working memory for academic success was compared to the predictive value of dynamic measures of inductive reasoning. There are several approaches to working memory, defined as the ability to process, store and retrieve information, but the cognitive model by Baddeley and Hitch is probably the most applied within the field of cognitive science. Within their model, four subsystems can be distinguished; the central executive and its slave systems, the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), and the episodic buffer (Baddeley, 2000). The phonological loop appears essential for language acquisition and control of behaviour (Baddeley, 2003; Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998), whereas the visuo-spatial sketchpad plays an important role in explicit motor sequence learning (Bo & Seidler, 2009).

Working memory is considered essential to learning and related to children’s school achievement (e.g. Alloway & Alloway, 2010; Alloway & Passolunghi, 2011; Krumm et al., 2008). The efficiency of working memory appears to be of good predictive value for academic success in general (e.g. Bull, Espy, & Wiebe, 2008; Gathercole, Pickering, Knight, & Stegmann, 2004; Holmes, Gathercole, & Dunning, 2009; St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006). Campbell, Dollaghan, Needleman, and Janosky (1997) and Weismer et al. (2000) found that verbal working memory ability is largely related to the development of language skills. Mainly verbal, but also visuo-spatial working memory have been found to predict reading achievement (Nevo & Breznitz, 2011, 2013). Verbal and visuo-spatial working memories were found to be powerful predictors of future math skills (Alloway & Alloway, 2010). Furthermore, verbal working memory appeared to be a good predictor of reading and math skills in children with reading disabilities (Gathercole, Alloway, Willis, & Adams, 2006) and reading and spelling in children with intellectual disabilities (Henry & Winfield, 2010). We therefore expected to find that verbal and visuo-spatial working memories provide a separate contribution to the prediction of reading and mathematics ability.

Much of learning in school is considered to be a form or analogical reasoning, in which knowledge about a familiar situation or object is used to learn about a new similar one (e.g. Goswami, 1992). Analogical reasoning is frequently assessed using classical analogy problems, such as the matrices used in the present study (see Figure 1). The ability to solve such matrices, often considered a measure of fluid reasoning, has been shown to be a good predictor of school achievement in both the reading (Ferrer et al., 2007; Stanovich, Cunningham, & Feeman, 1984) and math domain (Primi, Ferrão, & Almeida, 2010; Taub, Keith, Floyd, & McGrew, 2008).

Dynamic measures of analogical reasoning may, however, be an additional or perhaps better predictor of school performance. The repeated measures in dynamic testing allow us not only to measure reasoning ability at a certain point in time, but also assess learning at a micro-level, which may provide insight into learning and achievement at a macro-level (Siegler, 2006; Stevenson, 2012). Dynamic testing, often contrasted with static tests such as traditional cognitive ability measures, is an
assessment method in which feedback is incorporated into the procedure in order to facilitate learning and gain insight into learning efficiency and instructional-needs (Elliott, Grigorenko, & Resing, 2010).

The purpose of the current study was to investigate whether dynamic reasoning measures are additional predictors of children’s present and future school achievement in reading and math, while taking the predictive value of both working memory and static reasoning ability into account. It is hypothesized that dynamic reasoning measures provide additional predictive value, as Krumm et al. (2008) found that working memory could not predict school success beyond reasoning ability. Similarly, Rohde and Thompson (2007) reported that working memory did not account for additional variance in academic achievement after controlling for general cognitive ability.

Earlier research has shown that dynamic measures of reasoning, stemming from dynamic tests, can provide additional predictive value of school achievement in reading (e.g. Fuchs, Compton, Fuchs, Bouton, & Caffrey, 2011; Swanson, 2011), math (e.g. Beckmann, 2006; Jeltova et al., 2011; Sittner Bridges & Catts, 2011) and other school achievement topics such as geography (Hessels, 2009). For example, in dynamic tests comprising a pretest-training-posttest design, performance change from pretest to posttest was demonstrated to be a unique predictor of children’s reading skills (Swanson, 2011) and math achievement (Stevenson, Hickendorff, Resing, Heiser, & de Boeck, 2013). Furthermore, ‘feedback-needs’, i.e. the amount of feedback a child required to independently solve tasks during the training phase of a dynamic test, and posttest scores have been found to explain additional variance in the prediction of children’s math and reading achievement scores (Resing, 1993). In the present study, both posttest performance and ‘feedback-needs’ are included as dynamic measures to predict children’s school achievement.

However, not all studies show advantages of dynamic measures in predicting school achievement (e.g. Coventry, Byrne, Olson, Corley, & Samuelsson, 2011;
Thatcher Kantor, Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 2011). Furthermore, investigations of the predictive value of dynamic measures do not always take working memory into account, which is important as working memory if often described as strongly related to inductive reasoning ability (e.g. Cho, Holyoak, & Cannon, 2007; Süß, Oberauer, Wittmann, Wilhelm, & Schulze, 2002). Therefore, the present study aimed to extend these findings by comparing the predictive value of dynamic measures of inductive, analogical reasoning with that of verbal and visuo-spatial working memory.

**Current Study**

Many educational psychologists are interested in the future academic achievement of pupils and in the factors that influence academic performance so that instruction can be adapted to an individual’s educational needs. Even though, in the past, researchers have found that either working memory or dynamic measures of inductive reasoning are related to math and reading scores, it remains unclear if these factors each have a unique contribution in the prediction of academic success. In the current study, primary school children were dynamically tested on a figural analogies task. Their performance on national school assessments of reading and math was collected at two time points within one school year. We tested the hypotheses that working memory, static and dynamic measures of figural analogical reasoning each form unique predictors of children’s concurrent and subsequent reading and math achievement.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

One hundred and eighty eight children were recruited from five elementary schools in the south-west of the Netherlands. The sample consisted of 88 boys and 100 girls, with a mean age of 7 years, 1 month (SD = 11 months), from kindergarten, first grade and second grade (group two, three and four in the Dutch school system). The socio-economic status of the participants was determined by the educational level of the parents. Of all participants, 84 per cent had a middle to high socio-economic status, while 6 per cent had a low socio-economic status (determined by a low parental educational level) and 10 per cent had a very low socio-economic status (determined by a very low parental educational level). These percentages are comparable to the percentages of socio-economic status among the Dutch population (88, 8 and 4 per cent, respectively) (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2011). Written informed consent for children’s participation was obtained from the parents. These children participated in a previous study on dynamic testing (Stevenson, Hickendorff et al., 2013) and were selected for the current study based on the availability of additional school achievement data. At Time 1, school achievement data was available for 188 children. At Time 2, six participants attended a different school, and therefore their school achievement scores could not be retrieved. Reading and math scores at Times 1 and 2 were not available for all participants because schools in the Netherlands may choose to administer only one rather than both of the subjects. This study was approved by the psychology ethics review committee of Leiden University.

**Design and Procedure**

The children were administered with a dynamic test of analogical reasoning, a verbal and a visuo-spatial working memory task and scholastic achievement tests in...
reading and math at halfway through the school year (Time 1). At the end of the school year, (Time 2), 6 months after Time 1, the reading and math achievement tests were administered again. The scholastic achievement tests were administered by the child’s teacher in the classroom.

The dynamic test and working memory tasks were administered at Time 1 in five weekly sessions individually in a quiet room at the child’s school. Each session lasted approximately 20 minutes. The first session consisted of verbal and visuo-spatial working memory tasks. The AnimaLogica dynamic test comprised a pretest-training and training-posttest design and was administered for the remaining four sessions. All instructions were provided according to standardized protocols by educational psychology students trained in the procedures (see Stevenson, Heiser, & Resing, 2013).

**Instruments**

*Automated Working Memory Assessment (AWMA, Alloway, 2007)*

**Listening recall.** In this verbal memory span task, the child heard a sequence of spoken sentences (e.g. ‘bicycles can walk’) and was asked to convey whether the sentence was true or false immediately following the sentence (e.g. ‘false’) and then to repeat the first word of each of the presented sentences (e.g. ‘bicycles’, …). The sequence length began with a single sentence and increased by one sentence after four correct trials within a block of six trials. The task was terminated if less than four ‘first words’ were correctly recalled. Scores were based on correctly recalled first words in the right order. The total number of correctly recalled sequences was scored. Scores were automatically standardized by the computer program to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 for each age band. The test-retest reliability of the Listening Recall subtest is 0.79 (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006).

**Spatial span.** In this visuo-spatial memory span task, the child was presented with sequences of two shapes that were either facing the same (i.e. rotated but not mirrored) or opposite (i.e. rotated and mirrored) direction. Immediately after each presented pair, the child was asked to convey whether the shapes were facing the same or the opposite direction. After each sequence of shape pairs, the child was asked to recall and point to the locations of the red dots that were displayed next to each right-hand shape. The sequences of shape pairs increased by one after four correct trials within a block of six trials (Alloway, Gathercole, Kirkwood, & Elliott, 2008). The task was terminated if less than four ‘red dot locations’ were correctly recalled. The total number of correctly recalled sequences was scored. Scores were automatically standardized by the computer program to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15 for each age band. The test-retest reliability of the Spatial Span subtest is 0.82 (Alloway et al., 2006).

*AnimaLogica: dynamic test of figural analogical reasoning*

AnimaLogica is a computerized dynamic test of analogical reasoning for children (Stevenson, 2012). The figural analogies comprised of 2 × 2 matrices with familiar animals as objects (see Figure 1). The animals changed horizontally or vertically by colour, orientation, size, position, quantity or animal species. The children had to construct the solution using a computer mouse to drag and drop animal figures representing the six transformations into the empty box in the lower left or right quadrant of the matrix. A maximum of two animals were present in each cell of the analogy. These were available in three colours (red, yellow and blue), two sizes (large and small) and six species (lion, elephant, horse, camel, dog and bear). The orientation (facing left or right) could be changed by clicking the figure. The child could drag the
animal or animals to the right position (on top, in the centre or on the foot of the matrix cell). Quantity was specified by the number of figures placed in the empty box.

**Pretest and posttest.** The tests consisted of 20 items of varied difficulty. The pretest and posttest contained item isomorphs – comprising the same transformations and difficulty, but different animals and colours. Cronbach’s measures of internal consistency for the pretest and posttest for dataset this sample was based on were $\alpha = 0.90$ and $\alpha = 0.91$ respectively ($N = 255$) (Stevenson, Hickendorff et al., 2013). The item difficulty for the pretest ranges from 0.02 to 0.60 and for the posttest from 0.12 to 0.84. With regard to construct validity, the Rasch-scaled pretest scores correlated strongly with the Raven Standard Progressive Matrices (Raven, Raven, & Court, 2004), $r = 0.60$ ($N = 253$) in a separate sample of 7 year olds (Stevenson, 2012).

**Training.** The training consisted of the same figural analogy matrices. The ten training items did not occur in the pretest and posttest. Two training methods were applied: graduated prompts or outcome feedback (Stevenson, Hickendorff et al., 2013). Half of the participants (96 children) received a training based on graduated prompts, while the other half (92 children) received a training based on outcome feedback. The graduated prompts method (e.g. Campione & Brown, 1987; Resing & Elliott, 2011) consisted of stepwise instructions and began with general, metacognitive prompts, such as focusing attention, followed by cognitive hints, emphasizing the transformations and solution procedure, and ended with step-by-step scaffolds to solve the problem. A maximum of five prompts were administered. Outcome feedback training also allowed for five attempts to correctly solve each item. However, the children were only told if their solution was correct or incorrect and received motivational comments. For both forms of training, the examiner proceeded with the next item after a correct solution or five attempts. The reliability of the training items scale for the aggregated dataset was $\alpha = 0.84$ ($N = 379$).

**Scoring.** AnimaLogica provides three scores: (i) pretest, (ii) posttest and (iii) training. The correct/incorrect constructions of the figural analogies on the pretest and posttest were used to compute pretest and posttest ability scores on an item response theory scale (IRT, Embretson & Reise, 2000). IRT rather than a classical test theory (CTT) measure (i.e. proportion correct) was used because we measured individual performance growth over time. CTT scores are sensitive to bottom and ceiling effects, which can be further biased due to the correlated nature of individual pretest and posttest scores (Embretson & Reise, 2000). The multidimensional Rasch estimates were reliably computed using an aggregated dataset ($N = 514$) with the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2010) for R (e.g. De Boeck et al., 2011).

The training score quantifies the amount of feedback (max. five attempts per item) required by the child to solve each of the training items (Stevenson, 2012). The correct/incorrect solution of each attempt for each training item was used to compute a latent training score on a partial-credit IRT scale (e.g. Wang & Heffernan, 2013) using the generalized Partial Credit Model (gPCM, Muraki, 1992). A latent training score rather than a classical test theory (CTT) measure (i.e. total number of prompts) was used to account for differences in difficulty and prompt effectiveness between the items provided during training. The gPCM estimates were computed for the aggregated dataset ($N = 379$) using the ltm package for R (Rizopoulos, 2006). Although training type affected AnimaLogica outcomes, the two forms of training (outcome feedback and graduated prompts) did not differ in their predictive value on academic achievement and were thus collapsed onto one scale in this study.
Standardized scholastic achievement tests
The children took part in biannual scholastic achievement assessments administered in January and June of each school year (Janssen, Verhelst, Engelen, & Scheltens, 2010; Jongen, Krom, van Onna, & Verhelst, 2011; Koerhuis & Keuning, 2011; Lansink & Hemker, 2012). These multiple-choice tests are widely used at primary schools in the Netherlands for the purpose of tracking children’s performance on school subjects. The standardized tests are adapted to the educational curriculum for each grade, thus higher grades often encounter different or more complex problems than lower grades. For math, test versions differ per grade. For reading, there are two types of tests that measure technical reading skills for first and second grades: 3-minute test and reading technique and tempo (Jongen et al., 2011). These tests are strongly correlated and considered to measure a similar construct, as the main difference is that one involves reading out loud, whereas the other uses silent reading (Jongen et al., 2011). Schools may choose which test to administer to which class. The tests provide raw data (i.e. number of correct) and ability scores. The ability scores are based on test difficulty and the number of items but are not comparable for different test types. In order to compare the children’s progression over time, we converted the ability scores on each of the test types to Z-scores using the population Means and Standard deviations reported per grade in the technical reports (Janssen et al., 2010; Jongen et al., 2011; Koerhuis & Keuning, 2011; Lansink & Hemker, 2012).

Statistical Models
Statistical models
Multilevel models were used to analyse which variables best predicted the children’s school achievement across Times 1 and 2 for reading and math. This type of model was chosen because of the hierarchical structure of the data (test scores over two time points nested in children nested in test-type nested in schools) and that missing data was present as schools are allowed to choose which tests to administer and therefore for some children at certain time points only math scores and in other cases only reading scores were available. In the two sets of models (one for reading and one for math), the dependent variable was the test and grade-appropriate norm-referenced achievement Z-score at Times 1 and 2. Please note that the Mean and Standard deviation of the Z-scores were those of the national dataset per test version; therefore, in our models, we examine the children’s performance relative to their peers as it is not possible to directly compare progression across different tests (e.g. pre-reading skills in kindergarten versus Technical Reading test A for grades 1 and 2 versus Technical Reading test B for grades 1 and 2).

Math and reading achievement were modelled separately. The multilevel models (Kreft & de Leeuw, 1998) were fitted using the lme4 package for R Statistical Software (Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2010). The model fitting steps were as follows. First, we determined the best model for the nested random effects. We found that a three-level model of measures over time nested within children nested within type of test administered per school (school–test-type) best fit the data. The highest level (school–test-type) accounted for differences in grades (because children in the different grades were administered different types of tests) and schools (type of test administered to a particular grade could differ between schools) and thus also classroom (each classroom was administered the same tests). Because these variables were present in one level, we were able to avoid a more complex model (such as classrooms nested in schools), yet still have a valid model to test our research questions that focused on the child level of the model. Random intercepts and slopes for the child
level and school–test-type were conceptually required, resulting in the following basic model for reading and math:

$$y_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 + u_{0ij} + u_{1ij} + v_{0j} + v_{1j} + e_{ij} \quad (M1)$$

Where $Y_{ij}$ denotes the reading or math score at time $t$ ($t=0$ or 1) for child $i$ administered a particular grade-appropriate test at a particular school indicated by index $j$. The overall average intercept is represented by $\beta_0$, and the fixed effect (slope) of time is represented by $\beta_1$. The random intercepts and slopes over time per child nested within a specific school–test-type are represented by $u_{0ij}$ and $u_{1ij}$, respectively; $v_{0j}$ and $v_{1j}$ represent the random intercepts and slopes from Time 0 to Time 1 per school–test-type and $e_{ij}$ represents the residual error.

Second, in order to test our hypotheses, we added possible predictors of academic achievement as fixed effects at the child level one-by-one to model M1. The following predictors were tested: (i) verbal working memory score; (ii) visuo-spatial working memory score; (iii) AnimaLogica static pretest score; (iv) AnimaLogica dynamic posttest score and (v) AnimaLogica dynamic training score. The predictors were tested in the order of their correlation strength with the dependent variable (see Table 2). Likelihood ratio (LR) tests and comparisons of AIC and BIC fit indices (smaller is better) were used to assess how the model fit the new, more complex, model compared to that of the previous, simpler, model. If the LR test was significant, then we could statistically infer that the added fixed effect was an additional predictor of reading or math achievement after controlling for random effects (person, test-type and school) and previously entered fixed effects. If the LR test was not significant and/or the AIC and BIC fit indices did not decrease, then we rejected the new model in favour of the less complex model (without the additional predictor). The results of the model comparisons for the fixed effects as well as the final models for both reading and math are presented in the sections on Reading achievement and Math achievement, respectively. The conclusions based on these models were very robust and did not change when different combinations or levels of random effects were chosen.

RESULTS

Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics of each of the variables are presented in Table 1. The reading and math achievement Z-scores means fall slightly above the national average (0.0). The mean (dynamic) reasoning scores and working memory scores also fall slightly above the norm population mean (0.00 and 100, respectively); the moderately large standard deviations indicate much variability between individuals.

The correlations between each of the measures are presented in Table 2. Here, we see that the (dynamic) reasoning measures of the pretest, posttest and training were all strongly correlated. A moderately strong positive correlation was present between the two working memory measures. Also, the correlation between Times 1 and 2 for reading and also for math achievement was strong. The strong correlation of the achievement per subject over time indicates that children continued to perform similarly relative to their peers over the two measures.

Reading achievement at Time 1 was moderately related to dynamic analogy training performance, weakly related to the dynamic posttest and marginally related to verbal working memory. Each of these relationships was slightly stronger at Time 2. In the case of math achievement, both verbal and visuo-spatial working memories
were moderately positively related at Times 1 and 2; although, the relationship between math achievement and verbal rather than visuo-spatial working memory was slightly stronger. Each of the three (dynamic) reasoning scores was significantly correlated (moderate to strong) with math achievement scores at Times 1 and 2 where the dynamic posttest measure showed the strongest association with math achievement of the three AnimaLogica measures.

Statistical Models of Achievement over Time

Reading achievement

The modelling steps of the hypothesized predictors of reading achievement, which were entered as fixed effects into model M1, are shown in Table 3. Here, we see that (i) the dynamic training score and (ii) verbal working memory (WM) each contributed to improved model fit and could therefore be considered significant additional predictors of reading achievement. Visuo-spatial working memory and the analogical reasoning pretest and posttest scores did not improve model fit and were therefore not considered additional predictors of reading achievement. The final model was based on 343 observations over 187 children for 11 test-type by school combinations. The variance of the random effects per child was $\sigma^2 = 1.08$ for Time 1 and $\sigma^2 = 0.80$ for Time 2. A very strong association between Times 1 and 2 ($r = 0.969$) was found. The school and type of test the child was administered also contributed to the variance in the data with the variance of the random effects per school–test-type combination being $\sigma^2 = 0.47$ at Time 1 and $\sigma^2 = 0.33$ at Time 2. Here, we see a moderate association between Times 1 and 2 ($r = 0.539$). The residual variance was $\sigma^2 = 0.18$ and overall model Deviance was 894.1. The effect of Time showed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AnimaLogica&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0 (−2.84)</td>
<td>18 (5.00)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0 (−2.77)</td>
<td>19 (2.95)</td>
<td>8.80 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0 (−1.79)</td>
<td>50 (3.52)</td>
<td>18.48 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>106.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visuo-spatial</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>106.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading achievement&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading time 1</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>−3.66</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading time 2</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>−2.74</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math achievement&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math time 1</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>−2.79</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math time 2</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>−2.29</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M, mean; SD, standard deviation.

<sup>a</sup>Raw scores and Rasch-based logit estimates (between parentheses) are presented. A person’s logit score can be converted to the probability of correctly solving an item of average difficulty on the test using the following formula: probability correct = $e^{\text{score}} / (1 + e^{\text{score}})$.

<sup>b</sup>Raw score is the number of attempts to solve the training items, so here lower scores are better. The logit score represents ability on a latent scale so here a higher score indicates better performance.

<sup>c</sup>Nationally normed Z-scores were computed and are presented to allow for comparison across grades and test versions.
Table 2. Pearson correlations between static and dynamic reasoning test scores, working memory scores (predictor variables) and reading and math achievement (dependent variables). The corresponding N per comparison can be found below the reported r

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic test of analogical reasoning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>0.823**</td>
<td>0.766**</td>
<td>0.442**</td>
<td>0.417**</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.139*</td>
<td>0.506**</td>
<td>0.448**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest</td>
<td>0.794**</td>
<td>0.494**</td>
<td>0.451**</td>
<td>0.155*</td>
<td>0.245**</td>
<td>0.595**</td>
<td>0.522**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>0.454**</td>
<td>0.371**</td>
<td>0.242**</td>
<td>0.283**</td>
<td>0.526**</td>
<td>0.487**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working memory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>0.532**</td>
<td>0.137*</td>
<td>0.181*</td>
<td>0.363**</td>
<td>0.319**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visuo-spatial</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.328**</td>
<td>0.278**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading achievement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read time 1</td>
<td>0.780**</td>
<td>0.467**</td>
<td>0.435**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read time 2</td>
<td>0.512**</td>
<td>0.394**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math achievement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math time 1</td>
<td>0.736**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math time 2</td>
<td>0.308*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.10; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 (two-tailed)

Rasch-based logit estimates were used.
that children’s reading scores (achievement relative to peers) generally decreased from Time 1 to Time 2 ($B = -0.27$, $SE = 0.20$, $t = -1.35$, $p = 0.20$); however, this effect was not significant. The dynamic training score was the strongest additional predictor of reading achievement ($B = 0.34$, $SE = 0.11$, $t = 3.04$, $p = 0.01$) followed by verbal working memory ($B = 0.19$, $SE = 0.09$, $t = 2.12$, $p = 0.06$). These results indicate that generally children who required less feedback during training and had higher scores on the verbal working memory test also had higher reading achievement scores.

Math achievement
The steps taken to determine the fixed effects for the most parsimonious model of math achievement are shown in Table 3. Here, we see that (i) the dynamic posttest score; (ii) the dynamic training score and (iii) the verbal working memory (WM) each improved model fit and were therefore considered significant additional predictors of math achievement. Visuo-spatial working memory and the analogical reasoning pretest scores were not considered as additional predictors of math achievement as adding them as fixed effects did not improve model fit. The final model was based on 330 observations over 168 children for ten test-types nested within schools. The variances of the random effects at Time 1 were $\sigma^2 = 0.62$ for children and $\sigma^2 = 0.25$ for test-type within school. The random effects at Time 2 were $\sigma^2 = 0.72$ and $\sigma^2 = 0.20$ for children and test-type within school, respectively. A strong association between children’s math achievement scores for Times 1 and 2 ($r = 0.786$) was found. A moderate to strong correlation was found between Times 1 and 2 for each test-type by school combination ($r = 0.601$). Both correlations indicate that children’s math achievement relative to peers was relatively stable from
Time 1 to Time 2. The residual variance was $\sigma^2 = 0.18$, and the model deviance was 838.9. The fixed effect of time was not significant ($B = 0.11$, $SE = 0.15$, $t = 0.73$, $p = 0.48$). The dynamic posttest score was the strongest additional predictor of math achievement ($B = 0.28$, $SE = 0.06$, $t = 4.61$, $p < 0.001$) followed by the dynamic training score ($B = 0.27$, $SE = 0.14$, $t = 2.01$, $p = 0.07$) and verbal working memory ($B = 0.19$, $SE = 0.08$, $t = 2.53$, $p = 0.03$). These results indicate that children who had higher scores on the AnimaLogica posttest, required fewer prompts during training and had higher scores on the verbal working memory test most likely also had higher math achievement scores at Times 1 and 2.

DISCUSSION

The main aim of this study was to investigate the unique contributions of working memory, analogical reasoning ability and dynamic measures of analogical reasoning to the prediction of young children’s school achievement in reading and math during one school year. Our results are in line with previous work and indicate that children with a more efficient working memory or better performance on a (dynamic) test of analogical reasoning generally obtained higher scores on assessments of math and reading achievement. With regard to working memory, specifically, we found verbal, but not visuo-spatial working memory, to be a unique predictor of reading and math achievement within the course of the school year. Verbal working memory has often been found to be a good predictor of both reading and math achievement in children (e.g. Gathercole et al., 2006; Nevo & Breznitz, 2011, 2013). However, our results with regard to visuo-spatial working memory are somewhat in contrast with previous findings in predicting children’s achievement in reading (Alloway & Alloway, 2010; Swanson, 2011) and math (Alloway & Passolunghi, 2011). In our dataset, a weak relationship was certainly present, but this was overshadowed when accounting for performance on a dynamic test of analogical reasoning. Visuo-spatial storage components appear related to fluid reasoning (Hornung, Brunner, Reuter, & Martin, 2011) and learning to reason by analogy (Stevenson, Heiser et al., 2013; Tunteler & Resing, 2010). Thus, perhaps visuo-spatial working memory affects static and dynamic figural analogical reasoning, which in turn is a good predictor of academic success (e.g. Vock & Holling, 2008). Future research should investigate whether visuo-spatial reasoning plays a mediating or moderating role.

Matrix reasoning, as statically measured with the AnimaLogica pretest, on its own was found to be related to children’s achievement over the course of the school year. This is supported by earlier research on the predictive value of fluid reasoning scores for math and reading achievement (e.g. Balboni, Naglieri, & Cubelli, 2010; Ferrer & McArdle, 2004; Primi et al., 2010). However, differences in working memory and in dynamic reasoning ability were more substantial predictors of children’s achievement. For reading, ‘feedback-needs’, which represents how much help a child required to solve the training tasks during dynamic testing, was the strongest predictor of achievement over time after accounting for the role of school, classroom and the utilized reading measure. For math, the dynamic posttest measure, i.e. performance on the dynamic test after training, as well as ‘feedback-needs’, each formed unique predictors of present and subsequent achievement. These findings are in line with previous research on the predictive validity of dynamic testing for reading and math achievement, where posttest and/or training scores are additional or better predictors of statically administered measures (Beckmann, 2006; Jeltova et al., 2011; Resing, 1993; Stevenson, 2012). The contribution of this study lies in that
dynamic measures of analogical reasoning were shown to be unique predictors of reading and math achievement in addition to verbal working memory while controlling for the hierarchical nature of the data.

A complicating factor in this study was using national tests as achievement measures normed per grade and measurement moment which only allowed analysis of progression relative to peers and not growth in the subject area. This is most likely why initial and subsequent achievement relative to peers is so strongly related in our models and indicates that ranking within the classroom did not change much between the two achievement measurement moments. Ideally, each of the students would be administered the same or parallel reading and math measures at each time point and the predictive value would be assessed on a continuous latent scale. This would also allow for longitudinal measurement of children’s progression from one grade to the next and assist in disentangling the differential effects of working memory and dynamic reasoning on aptitude change. However, from our results, we can conclude that both verbal working memory and dynamic reasoning measures (posttest scores for math and training scores for reading and math) provide us with additional information on young children’s achievement in reading and math during the school year relative to the national grade-appropriate average in both of these school subjects.

Our finding that measures stemming from a dynamic test of analogical reasoning forms unique additional predictors of math and reading achievement while accounting for differences in working memory efficiency and controlling for possible environment effects, such as school and classroom, adds to the growing evidence of the predictive value of dynamic testing measures in psycho-educational assessment (e.g. Beckmann, 2006; Caffrey, Fuchs, & Fuchs, 2008). Working memory and learning during dynamic testing appear to be separate constructs that each uniquely contribute to young children’s school performance. In future studies, it is important to examine whether the predictive value of dynamic testing measures hold in comparison to other executive functions (e.g. cognitive flexibility, inhibition) which have also been shown to play a role in children’s reasoning ability (Brydges, Reid, Fox, & Anderson, 2012) and academic attainment (St Clair-Thompson & Gathercole, 2006; Van der Sluis, De Jong, & Van der Leij, 2007).
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